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We improve the lower and upper bounds reported by Herzog and Schijnheim 
for m,(p), the minimum number m such that there exists a family .F of m sets, 
each containing p elements, and .F not having property B, . 
A family9 = {A, , A, ,..., A,} of subsets of a finite set M is said to have 
property B, if there exists a partition n = (M1 , M, ,..., Mz> of M into r 
disjoint subsets such that for each Ai E F and Mj , 1 < j < r, A, $L Mi . 
For natural numbers r, p > 2, define m,(p) to be the minimum number m 
such that there exists a finite set M and a family F = (A, , A, ,..., A,} of 
m subsets of M, each containing p elements, and such that 3 does not 
have property B, (written P $ Br). 
In [l], Herzog and Schijnheim prove the following bounds: 
2r”-1 1 + ( 
2(r - 1) -l 
P 
) < m,(p) < r9pz(log r) ecr-l)jr (1 + *)-‘. 
(1) 
The following theorem gives an improved lower bound on m,(p) for 
all r > 2. 
THEOREM 1. P(l + r(r - 1)/p)-’ < m,(p). 
Proof. The proof involves a more powerful generalization of a method 
due to Schmidt [2][3, p. 201 than is used in [l]. Let 9 = {A, ,..., A,} be a 
family of p-element sets which does not have property B, and let 
M = lJ&, Ai . For each A E 9, choose x, E A such that 
[{BE F : B n A = {xA)j <f/p. (2) 
For n = {M1 ,..., M,.) any r-partition of M, define 
S(7~)={,4~9:Forsomej,l <j<r,ACM,), 
T(~)=(B~~:ForsomeA~S(~)andi#j,l <i,j<r,AnB={x,}, 
A C Mi , B - {xA} C Mj}. 
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PROPERTY B, 65 
Since 9 4 B, ., we know that 1 S(n)\ > 1 for all r-partitions rr. The 
following lemma gives an even stronger result. 
LEMMA. For all r-partitions YT of M, I S(n)1 + 1 T(T)/ > r. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that ) S(n)1 < r implies j T(?r)l > r - 1. 
So assume I S(n)1 < r - 1 and / T(r)1 < r - 2. Let 
and for 1 < j < r, set Mj’ = Mj - Y. Then we have that for each A E % 
and j, 1 < j < r, A $ M,‘. We shall show how our assumptions allow us to 
put the elements of Y back into different Mj’s in such a way that this non- 
containment property is preserved. 
The key is to replace the y’s in such a fashion that no Mj’ receives more 
than one y. In this way the only containment relations we could create 
would be ones involving members of S(r) and T(n). For each y E Y, 
define 
n(y)=I{B~T(7~):forsomej,l <j<r,B-{y}CM,‘}j. 
Label the elements of Y as y, , y2 ,..., yt , where n( y,) > n( yz) > .*. > 
n( yt). Since Cl=, n( yi) < I Z’(n)1 < r - 2, we have that n( yi) < [(r-2)/i] 
for 1 < i < t. Moreover, t < / S(?r)l < r - 1 implies that [(r - 2)/i] < 
r-i-1,forl ,<i<t.Thusingeneralatmostn(yJ<r-i-l of 
the sets Mj’ u { yl} can contain members of T(n). Since at most one such 
set can contain members of S(n), we conclude that for at least i of the 
sets M,‘, no member of F is contained in Mj’ u { yi}. Let Z(i) consist of 
the indices of these “safe” sets for yi . 
We can now describe an inductive procedure for assigning y;s to Mi”s, 
one per M,‘, without creating any containment relations. We initiate the 
procedure by setting Z(O) = O. In general we will have .Z(i - 1) consist 
of the indices of the i - 1 distinct Mj”s chosen for y1 through yaPI . 
To assign yc , 1 < i < t, consider the set Z(i) - J(i - 1) of indices which 
are safe for yi and as yet unchosen. Since 1 Z(i)\ 3 i and I J(i - l)j = i - 1, 
this set cannot be empty. So letj(i) be any element of Z(i) - .Z(i - I), and 
set J(i) = .Z(i - 1) U (j(i)). By induction, we can thus choose a distinct 
j(i) for each i, 1 < i < t, so that each Mj’(,,, = Mj’,i, u ( yi} contains no 
element of s. If we then let iVfj” = Mj’ for eachj 6 Z(t), 1 < j < r, we can 
conclude that (M;‘,..., M,“) is an r-partition of M such that no My, 1 < 
j < r, contains any element of F. Since no such partitions are possible 
if 5 $ B, , the lemma is proved by contradiction. 
Now let r]: = (Ml, M, ,..., M,.) be a random r-partition of AZ, under 
the assumption that all ordered r-partitions are equally likely, i.e., that 
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for all x EM and i, 1 < i < r, Probability (X E MJ = r-l, and these 
probabilities are all independent. By the definition of S(r), the expected 
value 
EC, S(I7)l) = fr . r-l’ = jP+, 
where we recall thatf = 1 9 I. By (2) and the definition of T(r), 
E(l T(n)/) < f ($-) r(r - 1) r1--2p. 
Hence by the lemma 
r < E(j S(n)/ + / T(U)/) < (fr’+) (1 + “-‘(i - ‘) ). 
Thus if 9 6 & we must have 
j F 1 = f 3 rP (1 + r(r i ‘) )-’ 
and the theorem is proved. 1 
The upper bound in [l] can also be improved upon. A straightforward 
generalization of Theorem 4.3 in [3] yields the following bound, asymptotic 
in p. 
THEOREM 2. m,(p) d r*pz (log r)(e/2)((r - l)/r)(l + o(l)). 
We omit the details of the proof. 
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